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03 June
West Texas Intermediate crude fell after the biggest gain in a month. 
U.S. stockpiles probably shrank and refinery utilization increased, 
according to a Bloomberg News survey before government data 
tomorrow.

Japanese shares dropped, with the Topix index heading to its 
lowest level in two months, as carmakers led declines after the yen 
strengthened past 100 to the dollar for the first time in a month.

Philippine stock volatility is surging at the fastest pace in emerging 
markets as foreign investors sell the world’s most expensive equities on 
speculation the U.S. will reduce monetary stimulus.

Japanese investors were net buyers of Australian bonds in May for the 
first time this year, Westpac Banking Corp. said, citing data compiled 
from flows it manages.

04 June
West Texas Intermediate crude rose for the second time in three days 
as an industry report showed U.S. inventories dropped the most since 
December.

Rubber futures declined in Tokyo trading on expectations that supply 
will increase from Thailand, the world’s largest exporter.

Japanese shares swung between gains and losses amid low volume 
ahead of a speech by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on the country’s 
growth strategy.

Stock markets in Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand have gone 
from being the world’s best to among the worst as the threat of 
reduced bond purchases by the U.S. Federal Reserve sends foreign 
investors to the exit.

06 June
West Texas Intermediate crude traded near the highest price in seven 
days, heading for its first weekly gain in a month, amid signs demand 
may rise.

Myanmar’s opening to foreign investment has been compared to the 
fall of the Berlin Wall and the start of an economic growth story to 
emulate Vietnam. How those views pan out will be largely decided 
by natural gas.

Japanese shares sank, with the Topix index heading for the lowest 
close in two months, after the yen rose by the most in three years 
against the dollar, cutting earnings prospects for exporters.

Australia’s dollar fell toward the lowest since 2011 before Chinese 
data tomorrow forecast to show growth in imports slowed to the least 
in three months, dimming the demand outlook for commodities.

07 June
Asian stocks rallied, led by the biggest gain in Japan’s Topix index in 
more than two years, after reports showed Japan’s economy and U.S. 
employment rose more than economists estimated. Metals declined 
as trade data in China trailed estimates, while the yen weakened.

China’s new leaders face a test of their resolve to forgo short-term 
stimulus for slower, more- sustainable growth after May trade, inflation 
and lending data trailed estimates, signaling weaker global and 
domestic demand.

Malaysia’s ringgit fell to an 11- week low after U.S. jobs data boosted 
speculation the Federal Reserve will reduce stimulus that has increased 
the flow of funds to emerging markets. Government bonds fell.

The won snapped a four-day gain and government bonds fell on 
concerns the Federal Reserve will taper its monetary stimulus, and 
slower growth in China will hurt South Korean exports.

05 June
Rubber producing countries may introduce “appropriate” measures 
to counter a further fall in prices, according to the International 
Rubber Consortium.

China’s ChiNext index of small companies may fall a further 10 percent 
from current levels because of valuations and concern they may miss 
earnings estimates, according to Shenyin & Wanguo Securities Co.

Soybeans dropped amid growing optimism that the global harvest 
will beat the record estimated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
last month.

Steel reinforcement-bar futures in Shanghai fell as a six-day decline in 
the stock market fueled wider concern that growth in China is slowing.
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